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We determine the eets on the BCS-BEC rossover of the energy dependene of the eetive
two-body interation, whih at low energies is determined by the eetive range. To desribe
interations with an eetive range of either sign, we onsider a single-hannel model with a two-
body interation having an attrative square well and a repulsive square barrier. We investigate the
two-body sattering properties of the model, and then solve the Eagles-Leggett equations for the
zero temperature rossover, determining the momentum dependent gap and the hemial potential
self-onsistently. From this we investigate the dependene of the rossover on the eetive range of
the interation.
PACS numbers: 03.75.Hh,03.75.Ss,03.65.Nk,05.30.Fk
I. INTRODUCTION
Reently there has been remarkable progress in realiz-
ing, in ultraold atomi Fermi gases, the rossover from
weak-oupling (BCS) superuidity to Bose-Einstein on-
densation (BEC) of bound diatomi moleules. The key
to this development is that, due to Feshbah moleular
resonanes, the strength and sign of the eetive inter-
atomi interation an be tuned by varying the exter-
nal magneti eld. For positive sattering lengths the
resonantly enhaned interation has been used to re-
ate a long-lived gas of diatomi moleules and Bose-
Einstein ondensates of moleules. For a negative sat-
tering length, experimental evidene has been obtained
for an atom-pair orrelated state analogous to the BCS
superonduting state at weak oupling [1, 2℄. Additional
studies of olletive modes [3, 4℄ and the spetrosopi
pairing gap [5℄ in the rossover region also display be-
havior onsistent with pairing, the most onvining ex-
periment to date being the observation of a vortex lattie
in the entire BCS-BEC rossover region [6℄.
The simplest model desribing the rossover is due
to Eagles and Leggett [7, 8, 9℄, in whih the eetive
fermion-fermion interation is parametrized by the sat-
tering length, a. This approximation for the interation is
valid as long as the eetive fermion-fermion interation
does not vary signiantly on the sale of the Fermi en-
ergy, EF, the energy relevant for the many-body problem
[10, 11℄. In pratie, large sattering lengths are realized
by using Feshbah resonanes, and resonanes for whih
this ondition holds are referred to as broad. For suh
resonanes, the atom-moleule oupling and the width
parameter for the resonane are large. In the opposite
ase, the resonane is referred to as narrow. Most ex-
periments on the rossover to date have been performed
with broad resonanes. For the resonane in
6Li, the ex-
perimental data on the evolution of ondensate prole
[12℄ agrees well with the universal single-hannel model
[13, 14℄. In [3, 4℄ measurements of the olletive axial
and radial modes of a trapped
6Li gas were reported to
be quantitatively in agreement with results obtained from
the zero temperature BCS-BEC rossover [15, 16℄.
In the future, one may antiipate that experiments will
be made on the rossover for narrow resonanes. It is
therefore of interest to investigate the inuene of en-
ergy dependene of the interation on the rossover. The
leading ontributions to the eetive interation beyond
the sattering length are expressed in terms of the ee-
tive range, re, whih is dened in terms of the s-wave
sattering phase shift δ by the equation
k cot δ = −1
a
+
1
2
rek
2 +O(k4), (1)
where k is the wave number for the relative motion. The
inuene of the eetive range is also interesting from
the point of view of the BCS-BEC rossover produed
by varying the density of the gas [17℄. In this ase, the
eetive interation between atoms at the Fermi surfae
depends on the Fermi momentum, and hene depends
on density. Several approahes to study eetive range
dependene are based on mirosopi interation poten-
tials, e.g., oupled square wells [18℄, the modied Pöshl-
Teller potential [19℄, and the Gaussian potential [17, 20℄.
For monotoni attrative potentials the eetive range is
positive and an be shown to be related to an average
range of the mirosopi potential. The eetive range
expansion applied to the multihannel sattering prob-
lem yields eetive ranges of either sign. In Refs. [21, 22℄
the properties of a square well plus square barrier model
potential were mathed with the sattering properties of
a renormalized two-hannel resonane model [23℄ and the
zero temperature atom-moleule BCS-BEC rossover was
re-expressed in terms of an eetive single-hannel po-
tential model with a large and negative eetive range
[10, 21℄.
The purpose of this paper is to investigate the depen-
dene of the rossover on the energy dependene of the
eetive two-body interation. We shall start from a mi-
rosopi model, a square-well, square-barrier potential,
2whih has previously been employed in Ref. [21℄. This
an be used to onstrut eetive interations with dif-
ferent sattering lengths and an eetive range that an
be either positive or negative. We then solve the Eagles-
Leggett equations, determining the gap and the hemial
potential self-onsistently. Non-trivial orretions due to
the negative eetive range have not been fully investi-
gated so far and suh alulations provide a useful guide
to explore the BCS-BEC rossover for narrow resonanes
in the future.
The paper is organized as follows: Setion II ontains a
general introdution to the low energy eetive range ex-
pansion of the eetive interatomi interation in a dilute
Fermi gas [24, 25℄. In Setion III the two-body proper-
ties of the square-well, square-barrier potential are de-
rived. Subsequently, in Setion IV we numerially solve
the zero temperature BCS-BEC rossover problem using
the Eagles-Leggett variational state [7, 8℄ and re-express
the rossover properties in terms of the low energy two-
body properties.
II. EFFECTIVE RANGE EXPANSION
Historially, the eetive range expansion originated in
attempts to understand nulear fores from low energy
nuleon sattering experiments [24, 25℄. Classial prob-
lems suh as nuleon-nuleon sattering, the deuteron
spetrum, and α deay were studied by suh methods.
Reently, the eetive range was introdued to the eld
of ultraold atom gases where its size and sign are related
to the width of the Feshbah resonanes.
The dominant sattering proess in an ultraold two-
omponent Fermi gas is the binary elasti s-wave sat-
tering between the atoms. When the typial wavelength
λ orresponding to the ollision energy E ∼ ~2/mλ2 (m
is the mass of the fermion atom) is muh larger than
the range of the inter-atomi potential U(r), this pro-
ess, in the enter-of-mass frame, an be desribed by
the Shrödinger equation with a radial wave funtion rψ
of the s-state:
−~
2
m
∇2ψ(r) + U(r)ψ(r) = Eψ(r). (2)
Let us onsider an interatomi potential with a nite
range r1, i.e., U(r) = 0 at r > r1. Using the solutions
ψ1 and ψ2 of Eq. (2) with the energies Ei = ~
2k2i /m
(i = 1, 2), we get
[
ψ2
dψ1
dr
− ψ1 dψ2
dr
]r1
0
= (k22 − k21)
∫ r1
0
ψ1ψ2dr. (3)
Following Bethe [25℄, we introdue a referene wave fun-
tion ψref,i whih oinides with ψi outside the potential:
ψref,i = sin(kir + δi), (4)
where δi is the phase shift for energyEi. For the referene
wave funtions, a similar relation to Eq. (3) holds[
ψref,2
dψref,1
dr
− ψref,1 dψref,2
dr
]r1
0
= (k22 − k21)
∫ r1
0
ψref,1ψref,2dr. (5)
Subtrating Eq. (3) from Eq. (5) leads to(
ψref,1
dψref,2
dr
− ψref,2 dψref,1
dr
)
r=0
= (k22 − k21)
∫ r1
0
dr (ψref,1ψref,2 − ψ1ψ2) . (6)
Then we take k1 = 0 and use the relation
lim
k1→0
k1 cot δ1 = −1
a
(7)
for the s-wave sattering length a to write
k cot δ = −1
a
+
1
2
k2ρ(k), (8)
with
ρ(k) ≡ 2
∫ r1
0
dr
(
ψref,0
sin δ0
ψref
sin δ
− ψ0
sin δ0
ψ
sin δ
)
, (9)
here we use the subsripts zero for the state with k = 0
and we omit the subsripts 2.
Comparing Eqs. (1) and (8), we get
re = ρ(k = 0) = 2
∫ r1
0
dr
(
1− ψ
2
0
sin2 δ0
)
. (10)
On resonane (sin δ0 = 1), the above equation an be
written as
re = re0 = 2
∫ r1
0
dr(1 − ψ20), (11)
here we introdue re0 denoting the eetive range at res-
onane.
In the ase of the square-well potential with depth
U0 = ~
2k20/m, ψ0(r) = sin (k0r) for r < r1 with
k0r1 = (n+
1
2 )π for (n = 0, 1, 2, · · · ) at resonane. Thus
we get re0 = r1 for the square-well potential. However,
the right hand side of Eq. (11) is dierent from r1 for
general potentials with a nite range. As will be seen
later, both positive and negative re0 an be obtained us-
ing a square-well, square-barrier potential.
On resonane (δ0 = π/2), the amplitude of the wave
funtion for r < r1 beomes signiant and it an be
omparable to or greater than that outside the potential.
From Eq. (11) we see that, while for positive re0 the am-
plitude inside the potential is suppressed relative to that
outside, for negative re0 the former is enhaned ompared
to the latter. Although the eet of re is small away from
resonane due to the rst term on the right hand side of
Eq. (1) being muh larger than the seond one, the sign
of re has important impliations for the behavior of the
wave funtion at resonane.
3r
U(r)
0
U1
-U0
r1r0
Figure 1: Shemati piture of the square-well, square-barrier
potential. We take U0, U1 > 0 in this paper.
III. SQUARE-WELL, SQUARE-BARRIER
MODEL POTENTIAL
We shall model the mirosopi interation by a single-
hannel potential with a square well and a square bar-
rier. The advantage of this potential, is that it ontains
the physis neessary to desribe resonanes: by inreas-
ing the thikness of the barrier, or its height, tunneling
through the barrier is dereased, and therefore the po-
tential an model the eets of hanging the strength of
oupling between ontinuum states and resonant states
in the attrative well.
A. Sattering length and eetive range
Let us onsider two atoms interating through a step-
wise potential with an attrative ore of radius r0 > 0
and strength −U0 < 0 and whih in addition has a re-
pulsive barrier of width w = r1 − r0 for r1 > r0 and a
strength U1 > 0 (see Fig. 1):
U(r) =


−U0 for 0 ≤ r < r0 ,
U1 for r0 ≤ r < r1 ,
0 for r1 ≤ r <∞ .
(12)
This problem is solved by the standard method of math-
ing the wave funtion solutions and their radial deriva-
tives for the above three regions at their respetive
boundaries, r0, and r1 [26℄.
The general solutions for the three regions are
ψ(r) =


A sin(Kr) for 0 ≤ r < r0,
B (sinh(κr) + C cosh(κr)) for r0 ≤ r < r1,
sin(kr + δ) for r1 ≤ r <∞.
(13)
The well depth parameter is onventionally dened as
k20 = mU0/~
2
, the barrier height parameter as k21 =
mU1/~
2
, and the relative kineti energy of the two ollid-
ing partiles is k2 = mE/~2. Furthermore, we introdue
the auxiliary parameters K2 = m(U0 +E)/~
2 = k20 + k
2
,
and κ2 = (U1−E)/~2 = k21−k2. The energy dependent s-
wave sattering phase shift is denoted by δ(k). Equating
the logarithmi derivatives at the boundaries, the follow-
ing solutions are found for C and δ. First, C is found
from the boundary ondition at r0 to be
C =
κ tan(Kr0)−K tanh(κr0)
K − κ tan(Kr0) tanh(κr0) , (14)
and the sattering phase shift is found from the boundary
ondition at r1
δ(k) =− kr1 + arctan
(
k
κ
tanh(κr1) + C
1 + C tanh(κr1)
)
=− kr1 + arctan(R), (15)
where
R(k) = k
κ
κ tan(Kr0) +K tanh[κ(r1 − r0)]
K + κ tan(Kr0) tanh[κ(r1 − r0)] . (16)
The sattering length is given by
a =− lim
k→0
tan δ(k)
k
=r1 − 1
k1ζ
{k1 tan(k0r0) + k0 tanh[k1(r1 − r0)]} ,
(17)
where
ζ ≡ k0 + k1 tan(k0r0) tanh[k1(r1 − r0)]. (18)
In the present work we are also interested in the eetive
range, whih an be derived from the low energy expan-
sion (1) of the phase shift. Expanding k cot δ for Eq.
(15) to the rst order in energy, the rst term yields the
inverse sattering length as alulated above, and from
the seond term the following expression for the eetive
range is obtained:
re = r1 + rr + rv, (19)
with
rr =− k
2
0 + k
2
1
k0k21(aζ)
{
1 +
k0r0
aζ
sech2[k1(r1 − r0)]
}
, (20)
rv =
k20 + k
2
1
k0k21(aζ)
r1
a
{
1− 1
k1r1
tanh[k1(r1 − r0)]
}
+
1
k21a
− r
3
1
3a2
. (21)
4At resonane where a diverges (the ombination of aζ
stays nite), the vanishing part rv is zero, and the ex-
pression for re redues to
re0 =r1 − k
2
0 + k
2
1
k20k1
tanh[k1(r1 − r0)]
1− tanh2[k1(r1 − r0)]
× {1 + k1r0 tanh[k1(r1 − r0)]} , (22)
or equivalently
re0 = r1 +
k20 + k
2
1
k0
tan(k0r0)− k0r0
k21 tan
2(k0r0)− k20
. (23)
In addition, the ondition for resonane (ζ = 0) beomes
tan(k0r0) < −k0/k1. We an see, from Eq. (22), that the
eetive range re0 at resonane is smaller than r1 sine
0 ≤ tanh[k1(r1 − r0)] < 1. In the weak barrier limit,
ξ ≡ k1(r1 − r0)≪ 1, the eetive range at resonane an
be written as
re0 ≃ r0 − k1
k20
ξ +O(ξ2). (24)
Thus adding a weak barrier to a square-well potential
with the range r0 yields smaller eetive range at res-
onane than that for the original square-well potential
re0 = r0. The derease of re0 means an enhanement of
the amplitude in the potential region, whih an be un-
derstood as an eet of bloking probability leakage due
to the additional barrier.
B. Eetive range and sattering properties
To begin with, we illustrate the physial meaning of
the eetive range expliitly. In Fig. 2, we plot the wave
funtions for |a| → ∞ in the ases of (a) positive and
(b) negative eetive range for the same values of k, r0,
k1, and dierent r1. It is learly seen that the resonane
wave funtion for a negative eetive range has a large
amplitude in the potential range as mentioned before.
Even in the ase of Fig. 2 (a), a small bump an be
observed lose to the edge of the potential, whih means
a small derease of the eetive range ompared to the
square-well potential shown by Eq. (24). At re = 0, the
mean value of |ψ|2 for r < r1 is unity, r−11
∫ r1
0
|ψ|2dr = 1,
thus
∫ r1
0
(1 − ψ2)dr = 0 as given by Eq. (10).
We now disuss the sattering properties of the square-
well, square-barrier potential in detail. In Figs. 3 and
4, we plot the parameter regions in whih the eetive
range is negative and the absolute value of the sattering
length is large lose to resonane. Figure 3 shows the
dependene of these regions on the barrier width r1 − r0
at xed r0 and k1. As r1 − r0 inreases, the width of
the dark gray regions beomes smaller, whih means the
resonane beomes narrower. The eetive range at res-
onane dereases from r0, whih is for the square-well
potential, to −∞ with inreasing r1 − r0. This an also
be seen from Eq. (22) where the absolute value of the
|ψ|
2
r/r0
(a) re>0
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
1.4
0
k r0=0.01, k1 r0=2.0, r1=1.05 r0
k0 r0=1.688, re=0.905 r0
0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
3.5
4
0
r/r0
|ψ|
2
(b) re<0
k r0=0.01, k1 r0=2.0, r1=1.5 r0
k0 r0=2.181, re=-2.712 r0
Figure 2: Resonane wave funtions for (a) positive and (b)
negative eetive range. In the both ases, we take kr0 = 0.01
and k1r0 = 2.0, and ψ is normalized so that ψ(r) = sin(kr+δ)
for r > r1.
seond term inreases monotonially from zero to innity
as r1 − r0 inreases with r0, k0, and k1 xed. Figure 4
shows the dependene of the above regions on the bar-
rier height k1 at xed r0 and r1. Similarly to the above
ase, as k1 inreases, the resonane beomes narrower and
re at resonane dereases from r0 to −∞ monotonially.
This ontinuous derease an be proved analytially by
alulating the derivative of Eq. (23) with respet to
k1 and by taking the neessary ondition for resonane,
tan(k0r0) < −k0/k1, into aount. From both Figs. 3
and 4, we see that the resonane for the deeper potential
well (larger k0) is narrower.
Let us nally mention the behavior of the sattering
length and the eetive range away from resonane. In
Figs. 5 and 6, we plot these quantities as funtions of the
width r1− r0 and the height parameter k1 of the barrier,
respetively. The sattering length, whih almost orre-
sponds to the bakground one, inreases linearly with r1
for large barrier widths (see Fig. 5):
a ≃ r1 − 1
k1
. (25)
However, this quantity does not hange so muh when
50
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
1.2
k0 r 0
(r 1
−
r 
 ) / 0
 
 
r 0
pi/2 pi 3pi/2 2pi 5pi/2 3pi
Figure 3: Parameter regions of k0 and r1−r0 at xed k1r0 = 2
for negative eetive range (light gray region) and for reso-
nane (dark gray region). Here the resonane region is dened
by |r0/a| < 0.3; r0/a = −0.3 on the left boundary of the dark
gray area and r0/a = 0.3 on that of the right one. The line
plotted in the dark gray region orresponds to 1/|a| = 0. The
boundary of the light gray region orresponds to re = 0, and
the urve in this region shows re = −∞.
k1 inreases. It starts from a value omparable to r1 at
k1 = 0 and onverges to r1 as k1 → ∞ (see Fig. 6).
Whether it approahes r1 from above or below depends
on the value of k0r0. The behavior of the eetive range
is similar to that of the sattering length. It inreases
linearly with r1 at large r1 − r0 (Fig. 5):
re ∼ 2
3
r1, (26)
and, with inreasing k1, it remains of order r1 and on-
verges to 2r1/3 as k1 →∞ (Fig. 6).
IV. NON-UNIVERSAL ZERO TEMPERATURE
BCS-BEC CROSSOVER
In the present setion we examine the BCS-BEC
rossover problem for a gas of equal numbers N/2 in two
dierent internal states interating through the square-
well, square-barrier potential within an eetive single-
hannel model.
0
0.5
1
1.5
2
2.5
3
k0 r 0
k 1
r 0
pi/2 pi 3pi/2 2pi 5pi/2 3pi
Figure 4: The same as Fig. 3 for parameter regions of k0 and
k1 at xed r1 = 2r0 for negative eetive range (light gray
region) and for resonane (dark gray region).
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Figure 5: (Color online) The sattering length a (solid line)
and the eetive range re (dash-dotted line) as funtions of
the barrier width r1 − r0. We take k0r0 = 2 and k1r0 = 2.
A. Basi formalism
The Hamiltonian H for the two-omponent Fermi gas
is
H =
∑
k,σ
εka
†
kσakσ
+
1
V
∑
kk′
Ukk′a
†
k↑a
†
−k↓a−k′↓ak↑, (27)
where a†
kσ, akσ are the reation and annihilation opera-
tors, respetively, of atoms with wave vetor k, and pseu-
dospin index, σ = ↑ or ↓ . The single partile kineti
60 2 4 6 8 10
0
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1
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k1r0
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/ r
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=2 r1/3
Figure 6: (Color online) The sattering length a (solid line)
and the eetive range re (dashed line) as funtions of the
barrier height k1. The dotted lines show the asymptoti values
of these quantities. We take k0r0 = 2 and r1 = 2r0.
energy is εk = ~
2
k
2/(2m), and the inter-atomi intera-
tion in momentum spae is Ukk′. The zero temperature
BCS-BEC rossover problem is here numerially studied
along the lines of Refs. [8, 20, 21, 22, 27℄ based on the
BCS variational state
|ΨBCS〉 = Πk
(
uk + vka
†
k↑a
†
−k↓
)
|Ψ0〉, (28)
where |Ψ0〉 is the vauum state, and uk and vk
are the variational parameters normalized aording
to the ondition |uk|2 + |vk|2 = 1. The energy
of the BCS state E(uk, vk) = 〈ΨBCS|H |ΨBCS〉 is to
be minimized with respet to the variational param-
eters uk and vk, subjet to the normalization ondi-
tion and the requirement that the mean partile num-
ber N(uk, vk) =
∑
k,σ〈ΨBCS|a†kσakσ|ΨBCS〉 = 2
∑
k
|vk|2
should be xed. By introduing the Lagrange multipliers
Ek and µ to ensure normalization and number onserva-
tion, the stationary ondition δ[E−µN−∑
k
Ek(|uk|2+
|vk|2)]/δ(uk, vk) = 0 yields ξkuk + ∆kvk = Ekuk and
uk∆
∗
k
− ξkvk = Ekvk, where ξk ≡ ~2k2/(2m) − µ.
Here, the momentum dependent gap funtion is dened
as ∆k =
∑
k′
Ukk′uk′v
∗
k′
. By solving the above equa-
tions, one determines the usual quasi-partile energy
Ek = (ξ
2
k
+ ∆2
k
)1/2 and the oherene fators |uk|2 =
(1 + ξk/Ek)/2 and |vk|2 = (1 − ξk/Ek)/2. Inserting the
expression for ukv
∗
k
= ∆k/(2Ek) into the denition of
the gap yields the gap equation:
∆k = − 1V
∑
k′
Ukk′
∆k′
2Ek′
. (29)
This is to be solved self-onsistently together with the
equation for the atomi number density
n =
1
V
∑
k
(
1− ξk
Ek
)
. (30)
At xed density n = k3F/(3π
2), where kF is the Fermi mo-
mentum for the non-interating gas, Eq. (30) determines
the hemial potential, µ. For the ontat interation,
the regularized homogeneous BCS-BEC rossover prob-
lem [7, 8℄ is analytially solvable [28, 29, 30℄ and results
in the zero range (Leggett) referene urves in Figs. 7, 9,
11, 12, and 13.
The partial wave deomposition of the interation po-
tential is
Ukk′ =
∫
d3r ei(k−k
′)·r U(r)
=
∞∑
ℓ=0
(2ℓ+ 1)4πUℓ(k, k
′)Pℓ(kˆ · kˆ′), (31)
with
Uℓ(k, k
′) =
∫ ∞
0
dr r2jℓ(kr)U(r)jℓ(k
′r). (32)
Here jℓ(x) =
√
π/(2x)Jℓ+1/2(x) is the ℓ'th spherial
Bessel funtion dened from the ν'th ordinary Bessel
funtion of the rst kind, Jν(x), and Pℓ is the ℓ'th Legen-
dre funtion with kˆ · kˆ′ = cos θ, θ being the angle between
the unit vetors kˆ and kˆ′. We also used the addition for-
mula (2ℓ + 1)Pℓ(kˆ · kˆ′) = 4π
∑ℓ
m=−ℓ Y
∗
ℓm(kˆ)Yℓm(kˆ
′) for
the spherial harmoni funtions Yℓm(kˆ). The momen-
tum dependent gap an be deomposed in the same way
as
∆k =
∞∑
ℓ=0
m∑
m=−ℓ
∆ℓmjℓ(k)Yℓm(kˆ), (33)
where the∆ℓm's are the angular weight oeients. With
the assumption that the main low energy ontribution to
the gap is of s-wave (ℓ = 0) harater, the gap equation
redues to
∆(k) = − 1
π
∫
dk′ k′2
U0(k, k
′)∆(k′)√
ξ2k′ +∆
2(k′)
, (34)
where the s-wave part of the potential is
U0(k, k
′) =
∫ ∞
0
dr r2j0(kr)U(r)j0(k
′r)
=
U0 + U1
2kk′
[
sin (|k + k′|r0)
|k + k′| −
sin (|k − k′|r0)
|k − k′|
]
− U1
2kk′
[
sin (|k + k′|r1)
|k + k′| −
sin (|k − k′|r1)
|k − k′|
]
.
(35)
B. Solution of the rossover equations
The rossover equations onsist of Eq. (30) and Eq.
(34) together with the expression (35) for the momen-
tum dependent interation. We notie that, for a nite
7range interation potential vanishing beyond a sale r1,
all momentum integrals are uto typially at the sale of
1/r1 and therefore remain ultraviolet onvergent. Here,
r1 haraterizes the range of the interatomi interations.
In the ontext of ultraold atoms, r1 an be taken to be
the harateristi sale of the van der Waals interation.
We shall onsider a system at xed density and will study
the properties of the system as the potential is hanged by
varying the well depth, the barrier height or the barrier
width. Finally, in order to desribe the rossover in terms
of physially relevant two-body quantities, we paramet-
rially plot quantities versus the sattering length a ob-
tained from Eq. (17) and the eetive range re obtained
from Eq. (19) as funtions of the model parameters.
Below, we briey desribe our numerial proedure
used to solve the rossover equations. By disretizing
the momenta on a nite grid, the gap equation (34) and
the number density equation (30) were solved iteratively
for the given density. The spaing of the momentum grid,
∆k, was hosen to provide suient sampling on the sale
of kF ∼ n1/3. The maximum momentum kmax was ho-
sen to be muh larger than the sales of the internal range
of the potential r−10 and r
−1
1 . All results shown below are
alulated with ∆k = kF/15 and kmax = 2500∆k (this
orresponds to kmax ≃ 50r−10 for the model parameters
employed). The system was driven from the BEC to the
BCS limit and the initial guess for the k-dependent gap
funtion∆(k) was determined from the Fourier transform
of the real spae wave funtion determined in Setion III.
The equations were solved by iteration, and the proess
was ontinued until the dierene in µ between sues-
sive iterations was less than one part in 106. The results
were heked to be insensitive to further inrease of grid
size, kmax, and derease of grid spaing, ∆k.
We onsider the ase of driving the BCS-BEC rossover
by varying the potential well parameter k0 around its
ritial value k0c at whih the sattering length di-
verges. Both the sattering length and the eetive
range depend on k0 and therefore re/r0 depends on
(kFa)
−1
through the parameter k0. Figure 7 ontains
parametri plots of the eetive range versus the sat-
tering length for dierent values of the barrier width
r1 − r0. As we are interested in the sattering prop-
erties of the model and not in the partiular values
of the model parameters, it is more natural to show
the re urves in terms of the eetive range re0 at
(kFa)
−1 = 0. The barrier widths used in the alulations,
(r1 − r0)/r0 = 0.1, 0.25, 0.30, 0.35, and 0.40, orrespond
to eetive ranges re0/r0 ≈ 0.78, 0.12,−0.23,−0.66, and
-1.20. The remaining parameter k1 was hosen to be
k1r0 = 2.0, and the density was hosen as n = 0.001r
−3
0 ,
i.e., kFr0 ≃ 0.31. For relative large and positive re0, the
eetive range is only weakly dependent on the oupling
onstant in the rossover region as evidened by the solid
line in Fig. 7. As re0 dereases, the eetive range devel-
ops a strong dependene on the inverse oupling onstant.
We note that similar results for re presented in Fig. 7
ould have been obtained by hanging the barrier height
Figure 7: (Color online) The eetive range re/r0 as a fun-
tion of the dimensionless onstant (kF a)
−1
. The density is
set to be kFr0 ≃ 0.31.
instead. Suh a degeneray is to be expeted for poten-
tials with many model parameters sine the mapping of
the model parameters to the eetive low energy param-
eters is a many-to-two mapping. In the Eagles-Leggett
model, only the sattering length appears and it is there-
fore interpreted as the re0 = 0 ase with re = 0 for all
ouplings.
C. Energy gap
We rst examine the eetive range dependene of the
gap parameter∆(k). In panels (a)-() of Fig. 8, ∆(k)/EF
obtained from the rossover equations is displayed for
several values of re0, here EF ≡ ~2kF/2m is the Fermi
energy for the non-interating gas. The solid urves in
panels (a)-() show the evolution of∆(k) in the near BCS
limit. In this limit, the gap has a maximum at k = 0 for
relatively large and positive re0 as displayed in panel (a).
As re0 dereases, the maximum attens and the sign of
the urvature at k = 0 hanges from negative to positive
as an be seen by omparing the solid urves in panels (a)
and (b). For negative re0, the gap has a loal minimum
at k = 0 and the maximum of the gap moves to a higher
k [see the solid urve in panel ()℄.
The energy gap in the ground state is the minimum
of the quasipartile dispersion Ek for all k [8℄ and, for
a Fermi gas with ontat interations, the gap ∆k = ∆
is momentum independent. For a positive µ, the energy
Ek = (ξ
2
k
+ ∆2)1/2 is minimized at ~2k2/2m = µ with
the value Emin = |∆|. On the other hand, for a negative
µ, the energy minimum Emin = (µ
2 +∆2)1/2 is attained
8Figure 8: (Color online) The solution of the gap equation for
the values (kFa)
−1 = −1, 0, and 1 of the inverse oupling
onstant is presented for several values of the eetive range
re0 in the unitarity limit. For positive eetive range (a),
the zero momentum gap is a loal maximum. Close to zero
eetive range, the maximum turns into a plateau with a
vanishing momentum gradient. In (), the zero momentum
gap is turned into a loal minimum for all values of the inverse
oupling. The density is set to be kFr0 ≃ 0.31.
at k = 0. Therefore, as the interation is dereased from
the BEC limit to the BCS one, the kmin value, where Ek
has its minimum, shifts from 0 to
√
2mµ/~2 at µ = 0
to kmin = kF in the BCS limit. Due to the interation-
indued shift in the position of kmin, the funtional be-
havior of Ek is also diretly reeted in the pair wave
funtion ψ(k) = ∆/(2Ek) whih appears diretly in the
gap equation, and also in a number of derived quantities
suh as the healing length and ondensate fration. In
the BEC limit, where the gap equation redues to the
equation for two bound partiles, ψ(k) represents the in-
ternal wave funtion of the pair. The 1/Ek dependene
implies a maximum of ψ(k) at k = 0 for µ < 0 (the BEC
ase) and at
√
2mµ/~ for µ > 0, the BCS ase (see also
Figure 9: (Color online) The hemial potential µ/EF ver-
sus (kFa)
−1
is plotted for hanging the depth of the potential
well [32℄. Eah urve is labeled by the value of the dimen-
sionless eetive range re0/r0 in the unitarity limit. As the
eetive range beomes negative, the nite range orretion
to the universal hemial potential hanges its sign. In the in-
set, we have plotted the hemial potential µ0 in the unitarity
limit, (kFa)
−1 = 0, as a funtion of the unitary eetive range
re0. The universal result µ0/EF ≈ 0.59 obtained by Leggett
[8℄ is marked with the horizontal dashed line. The density is
set to be kFr0 ≃ 0.31.
[20℄).
Next we onsider the funtional behavior in the gen-
eral ase of a momentum dependent gap ∆k. We assume
that the Fermi gas is so dilute that the range of the po-
tential is muh shorter than the interatomi spaing, i.e.,
r0, r1 ≪ k−1F . The momentum dependent gap varies on
the sale of 1/r0 whih is large ompared with kF, and
therefore the behaviors desribed above for a onstant
gap are expeted to be rather general [31℄.
D. Chemial potential
Next we disuss the inuene of the nonzero eetive
range on the hemial potential. Figure 9 ontains a plot
of the hemial potential as a funtion of (kFa)
−1
for sev-
eral values of re0. At a suiently low value of re0, the
hemial potential approahes the universal result (short
blue dashes denoted by Leggett) as obtained from the
zero-range model. By an additional variation of the bar-
rier parameter, the eetive range re0/r0 is varied from
a positive value 0.78 (solid line) to −1.20 (dotted line).
The plots of the hemial potential for dierent values
of re0 are all seen to ross at (kFa)
−1 ≈ 0.55, where µ
is lose to zero. The inset in Fig. 9 ontains a plot of
the hemial potential µ0 at kF|a| → ∞ as a funtion
9of the eetive range, whih learly shows the orretion
due to the eetive range. The horizontal dashed line of
µ0/EF ≈ 0.59 orresponds to µ0 for a ontat potential,
and the rossing of this line at re0 ≈ 0 also validates our
approah to disuss non-universal orretions by use of a
nite-range model potential. For positive re0, the hem-
ial potential for kF|a| → ∞ is enhaned with respet
to the zero range ase as was also observed in Ref. [20℄
based on the Gaussian potential. On the other hand for a
negative re0 the hemial potential is redued ompared
to the urve for a ontat potential. These non-universal
orretions beome small with dereasing density. We
have observed that, for a lower density of n = 0.0001r−30 ,
i.e., kFr0 ≃ 0.14, deviations from the Leggett urve in
the region −1 . (kFa)−1 . 1 are about a fator of two
smaller than those in Fig. 9.
By mathing the sattering properties of single- and
two-hannel models on resonane, it is found that
4π~2a/m = −g2/ν and re0 = −8π~4/(mg2), where g is
the atom-moleule oupling and ν is the detuning in the
two-hannel boson-fermion model [33℄. Beause of re0 is
negative in this model, for (kFa)
−1 ≃ 0, the above non-
universal redution of the hemial potential is expeted
in less wide to narrow Feshbah resonanes [21, 22℄. It
is also noted that this redution lose to a narrower res-
onane annot be ahieved with a monotoni attrative
potential (whih all have re0 > 0) and therefore on-
strains the model potential when modelling atom gases.
In Fig. 10, we ompare the hemial potential and
the binding energy Eb of the two-body bound state
of the same square-well, square-barrier potential. For
a ≫ r0, r1, the binding energy is well approximated by
using only a and re as Eb ≃ (~2/ma2)(1 + re/a) (Eb is
dened to be positive), and thus the negative eetive
range redues the binding energy lose to threshold. For
a . r0, r1, sine the extension of the wave funtion of the
bound state is omparable to the range of the potential,
Eb depends strongly on its spei shape. Therefore, Eb
for a potential with a larger negative re0, whih has a
stronger barrier [i.e., larger ξ = k1(r1− r0)℄, is smaller at
(kFa)
−1 ≫ 1. We an also see that the hemial potential
onsistently behaves as µ→ −Eb/2 in this limit.
E. Consequenes of the nonzero eetive range in
non-universal resonanes
Most experiments on the BCS-BEC rossover done so
far have been performed with broad resonanes. Aord-
ing to an estimate in [22℄, kFre ∼ 0.01 and re/r0 . 1 [37℄
in the experiment by Regal et al. [1℄, and kFre ∼ 10−4
and re/r0 ∼ 0.1 in the experiment by Zwierlein et al. [2℄.
Due to the small values of kFre, the eetive range has
an impereptible eet in these experiments. However, it
is essential to study narrower resonanes, in whih ee-
tive range orretions are signiant, for understanding
strongly interating Fermi gases more deeply. Therefore,
onsequenes of the nonzero eetive range, espeially
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Figure 10: (Color online) Comparison between the hemi-
al potential (solid lines) and the binding energy Eb of the
two-body bound state (dashed lines) for several values of the
eetive range re0/r0 = 0.78 (red), 0.12 (green), −0.23 (blue),
and −1.2 (magenta). The density is set to be kFr0 ≃ 0.31.
for negative ases, in future experiments on narrow res-
onanes are worth disussing. In the remaining part of
this paper, we study eetive range orretions for uni-
form systems on the following four measurable quantities.
zero momentum gap, momentum distribution, and on-
densate fration.
1. Zero momentum gap
In Fig. 11 the zero momentum gap ∆(0) is plotted as a
funtion of (kFa)
−1
. All urves ross at almost the same
point near (kFa)
−1 = 0 and thus the zero momentum gap
shows little dependene on re0 lose to resonane. In the
BCS region [(kFa)
−1 < 0℄, however, the eetive range
orretions an be signiant and ∆(0) is enhaned for
large and negative re0. A larger negative value of re0,
whih is yielded by a stronger barrier [larger ξ = k1(r1−
r0)℄ in the present single-hannel model, orresponds to a
weaker atom-moleule oupling g in a two-hannel model.
Thus, in this ase, BCS pairing is more favorable on the
BCS side and the gap is enhaned. This result an be
also understood in terms of the eetive range expansion
introduing the eetive sattering length ae(k):
1
ae(k)
≡ 1
a
− 1
2
rek
2. (36)
For negative a and re, the absolute value of the eetive
sattering length |ae| is larger than |a|; i.e., the eetive
range orretion due to a negative re yields a stronger
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Figure 11: (Color online) The zero temperature gap ∆(0)/EF
at k = 0 is plotted as a funtion of the inverse oupling on-
stant (kFa)
−1
for several values of the eetive range re0/r0.
The density is set to be kFr0 ≃ 0.31.
attrative interation on the BCS side, whih leads to a
larger BCS gap. Using the eetive sattering length,
we may write ∆(0)/EF ≈ (8/e2)e−2{kFae(kF)}−1/π =
(8/e2)e{2(kFa)
−1−kFre}/π
in the BCS limit, whih on-
verges toward (8/e2)e−2(kFa)
−1/π
in the far BCS limit.
In the far BEC regime [(kFa)
−1 ≫ 1℄, where the
moleules are deeply bound, ∆(0) also strongly depends
on the spei properties of the potential, as has been
seen for the hemial potential, and therefore it deviates
from the zero range result. The suppression of ∆(0) for
a large, negative re0 ompared to that for a small neg-
ative or positive re0 an be attributed to the stronger
repulsive barrier in the former ase, whih ats to de-
stroy the pair in this regime. We have also onrmed
that, with dereasing density, ∆(0) for eah value of re0
approahes the one for a ontat potential. For a lower
density of n = 0.0001r−30 , the eetive range orretions
in the region of −1 . (kFa)−1 . 1 are about a fator of
two smaller than those in Fig. 11, as in the ase of the
hemial potential [38℄.
2. Momentum distribution
The momentum distribution nk/2 = |vk|2/V of fermion
atoms (for spin-up or spin-down) is shown in Fig.
12, where nk being 2|vk|2/V . Here we plot nk/2 for
(kFa)
−1 = −1, 0, and 1 for the same parameter sets as
in Fig. 8. In the near to far BEC limits of (kFa) & 1,
all urves for dierent re0 almost oinide with the one
for the ontat potential. However, from the unitarity
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Figure 12: (Color online) The momentum distribution nk/2
of fermion atoms for (kFa)
−1 = −1, 0, and 1 is presented for
several values of of the eetive range re0 in the unitarity
limit. The density is set to be kFr0 ≃ 0.31.
regime (kFa)
−1 ∼ 0 to the near BCS limit (kFa)−1 ∼ −1,
we observe signiant eetive range orretions. The
results for (kFa)
−1 = −1 and 0 in this gure show that
orretions due to the negative eetive range suppress
nk=0 and broaden the momentum distribution. As dis-
ussed before, a large, negative re0, whih orresponds
to a weak atom-moleule oupling, favors the BCS state
on the BCS side. Therefore the Fermi surfae is smeared
and nk is broadened in this ase.
3. Condensate fration
We onsider the inuene of the eetive range on the
ondensate fration in the BCS-BEC rossover. In a
Fermi gas, the appearane of superuid order is related to
the appearane of o-diagonal long range order as found
in the two-body density matrix. Following [34, 35, 36℄,
we alulate the number of the ondensed fermion pairs
as N0 =
∑
k
|ukvk|2 and examine the inuene of the
nonzero eetive range.
Figure 13 ontains a plot of the normalized ondensate
fration N0/(N/2) = 2N0/N of a Fermi gas as a funtion
of the inverse oupling for the same parameter sets as
those used in Figs. 9 and 11. Within the mean-eld ap-
proximation, the normalized moleular ondensate fra-
tion onverges to unity in the BEC limit independent of
the detailed nature of the potential. On the other hand,
when the binding energy is dereased, the dimers dissoi-
ate more easily and the ondensate fration orrespond-
ingly dereases and eventually vanishes in the BCS limit.
For a large and negative value of re0, the dissoiation is
suppressed due to the weak atom-moleule oupling, and
thus the ondensate fration is enhaned as shown in this
gure.
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Figure 13: (Color online) The normalized zero temperature
ondensate fration N0/(N/2) as a funtion of the inverse
oupling onstant (kFa)
−1
for several values of the eetive
range re0/r0. The density is set to be kFr0 ≃ 0.31.
V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
We have presented a detailed study of the two-body
bound state and sattering properties of a simple solvable
model potential with a barrier to model the narrow res-
onane phenomena in the BCS-BEC rossover in atomi
Fermi gases. We paid partiular attention to the eet
of the nonzero eetive range and its sign as the inverse
sattering length was tuned from large negative values to
large positive ones. The advantage of our simple single-
hannel potential model is that it expliitly displays the
relation between the potential resonane phenomena and
the appearane of negative eetive range, whih is pre-
dited by two-hannel models.
First, we studied the two-partile sattering problem
with the square-well, square-barrier potential, and have
learly demonstrated the physial meaning of the nega-
tive eetive range. The eetive range at resonane was
arefully analyzed and the analytial expression for the
weak barrier ase was also presented. This expression
shows that adding a barrier to a square-well potential
yields smaller values of the eetive range.
We then applied this potential to the BCS-BEC
rossover phenomena within an eetive single-hannel
potential model. By solving the rossover equations self-
onsistently, we studied the eets of both the positive
and negative eetive range within a unied framework.
We have observed that orretions due to the negative
eetive range, in general, appear as a maximum of the
gap parameter at nite momentum and a redution of
the hemial potential lose to the resonane and in the
BCS region. In view of the possibility of performing ex-
periments on systems with narrow resonanes, we have
disussed onsequenes of the nonzero eetive range on
various measurable quantities [39℄. The results presented
in this work will be helpful when one explores the BCS-
BEC rossover for narrow resonanes.
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